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PREFACE

The following bibliography was compiled to assist lawyers and scholars in researching agricultural law topics. It updates Sally Kelley et al., Agricultural Law: A Selected Bibliography, 1985-1992, 19 WM. MITCHELL L. REV. 481 (1993). Twenty-four subjects related to agricultural law in the United States are covered. Under each subject are articles and books. The articles are from law review journals and other legal periodicals. Books included are treatises, handbooks, loose-leaf services, and popular material. Federal government publications are not included. The primary sources were the LRI (LEGALTRAC Index to Legal Periodicals) file on WESTLAW and the BIP (BOOKS IN PRINT) file in DIALOG on WESTLAW. Additional sources were bibliographies from AGRICULTURAL LAW UPDATE and the National Center for Agricultural Law Research and Information library acquisitions lists. Some books and articles may discuss laws which have been repealed, but we have included them for purposes of scholarly research. The titles were published in October 1992-December 1995. For a compilation of earlier titles see Mary G. Persyn & Tim J. Watts, Selected Bibliography on Agricultural Law: 1980-1985, 34 U. KAN. L. REV. 703 (1986).
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